Let Í2 be a bounded plane domain. Sufficient conditions are given so that an operator T in the Cowen-Douglas class ^" (ii) is reflexive. The operator Mz of multiplication by z on a Hubert space of functions analytic on a finitely connected domain Q is shown to be reflexive whenever a{Mz) = £2 is a spectral set.
Introduction
For a connected open subset Q of the plane and n a positive integer, let 38n(£l) be the space introduced by Cowen and Douglas in [3] . This class of operators was further studied by Curto and Salinas [4] . In particular, they show that an operator T in 38n(Q) can be realized as the adjoint Tt of the operator of multiplication by z acting on a Hubert space f%K of coanalytic functions on Q having a generalized Bergman kernel K.
In this article we show that if fí is a Carathéodory region and T e 38n(Çï) is such that o(T) = £2 is a spectral set then T is reflexive. As a result it follows that every contraction in 38n (D), where D is the open unit disk, is reflexive. Next we show that certain bilateral weighted shifts are reflexive. Finally, we consider a Hubert space %A of functions analytic on a finitely connected region Q that contains the constants and admits multiplication by z as a bounded operator. We show that if o(Mf) = Q is a spectral set then Mz is reflexive.
Preliminaries
For a connected open subset Q of the plane and n a positive integer, let 38n(£l) denote the operators T defined on the Hubert space ^ that satisfy (a) Qca(T), (b) ran(T-to) =JF for coinfi, (c) yweSlker{T-co)=^,and (d) dim ker( T -co) = n for oe in Í1.
The space 38n(Q) has been introduced by Cowen and Douglas [3] . Now let W be a separable Hubert space and let 38 (%A) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. Recall that if A e 38(%f), then Lat(A) is by definition the lattice of all invariant subspaces of A and AlgLat(^) is the algebra of all operators B in 38(SV) such that Lat(A) c Lat(Z?). An operator A in 38(%") is said to be reflexive if AlgLat(^) = W(A), where W(A) is the smallest subalgabra of 3 §(%?) that contains A and the identity / and is closed in the weak operator topology.
In [9] Sarason proved that normal operators are reflexive. It was shown by Deddens [5] that every isometry is reflexive. Olin and Thomson [8] showed that subnormal operators are reflexive. Bercovici, Foias, Langsam, and Pearcy [1] showed that (BCP)-operators are reflexive. The reflexive operators on a finite-dimensional space were characterized by Deddens and Fillmore [6] .
It is shown in [4] that every operator in the class 38n(i\) is unitarily equivalent to the adjoint of the canonical model associated with a generalized Bergman kernel (g.B.k. for brevity) K.
Actually K is the reproducing kernel for a coanalytic functional Hubert space 3? on which we define the operator T-of multiplication by z. The operator T = Tj acting on 3? is called the canonical model associated with K. We know that for every X in Q, T -X is onto, ker(T -X) = ranK(X, •) = {K(X, •)£ : C e C"}, and dimker(T -X) = n . See [4] for a detailed treatment of this subject.
The following characterization of the commutant {T}' of T is given in Theorem 3.7 of [4] , which is stated for the convenience of the reader. In this section we give some sufficient conditions on the domain Q so that the associated canonical model is reflexive. But first we prove the following Lemma 1. // T is in 3 §n(Çï) then AlgLat(T) c {T}" .
Proof. Let X £ AlgLat(T). Each x ± 0 in ker(T-z) spans a 1-dim invariant subspace of T and hence of X. Thus X restricted to ker(T -z) has the property that every nonzero vector is an eigenvector. So the restriction of X to ker(T -z) is a scalar multiple of the identity. That is, if {yx(z), ... , 7"(z)} is a holomorphic spanning set for ker(T -z), then Xyfz) = ip{z)y¡{z) for some complex number ip{z), for all i and for each z in £2.
Fix z0 in Í2. Since X is bounded, Xy¡(z) is holomorphic, so locally y/(z) can be written as a quotient of holomorphic functions ys(z) = ((Xyi(z),yi(z0)))/((yi(z),yi(z0))).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2. If T is in 38 (Q.), where Q, is a Carathéodory region such that o(T) = Q, is a spectral set for T, then T is reflexive. Proof. Let K be a g.B.k. on Q and let X e AlgLat(T). Then by Lemma 1 XK(k, •) = v(X)K(X, •) for some function y/ e H°°(Q.). By the Farrell-RubelShields Theorem, there is a uniformly bounded sequence {pn} of polynomials converging pointwise to \p . Since o(T) = Q is a spectral set we conclude that l|P"(T)|| < \\pn\\n < C for some constant C. By passing to a subsequence we may assume that pn(T) -> A in the weak operator topology (WOT). Therefore pn(T)K(X, -)C -AK(X, -)C weakly. But pn(T)K(X, •)£ = pn(X)K(X, -)C\p(X)K(X, -)C weakly. Hence AK(X, -)C = y/(X)K(X, •)( ■ From this we conclude that A = X, so X £ W(T). Therefore AlgLat(T) c W(T) and T is reflexive. □ Note that in Theorem 2 we can replace the assumption that o(T) = Q. is a spectral set by the requirement that ||p(T)|| < ||p||n for every polynomial p and the result is still true. In case T is a contraction and o(T) = D von Neumann's inequality holds. That is, ||p(T)|| < ||p||D for every polynomial p. We therefore have the following Corollary 1. If T is a contraction in 38nA\i) then T is reflexive.
Certain bilateral weighted shifts are reflexive
A unilateral (bilateral) weighted shift on a Hubert space ¿f is an operator T from X to itself given by Ten = wnen+x , where {<?"} = {*B}~0 (Ki^-oJ is an orthonormal basis for %? and supjuij < oo.
In his survey article, Shields [11] investigated the properties of weighted shifts. In particular, Question 18 of this article enquires which weighted shifts are reflexive. We shall discuss a class of bilateral shifts that are reflexive.
There is another way of viewing the weighted shifts, which is discussed in [11] .
Let ß(n) be a sequence of positive numbers with ß(0) -1 . We consider the space of sequences / = {fin)} such that
The notation f(z) -^2f(n)z" shall be used whether or not the series converges for any value of z. If n ranges over nonnegative integers, these are formal power series; otherwise, they are formal Laurent series. Let H (ß) (L (/?)) denote the space of such formal power series (Laurent series).
Let T be an injective unilateral (bilateral) weighted shift operator. It is well known that T can be represented as the operator of multiplication by z , Mz on H2(ß) (L2(ß)) forsome ß . Let H°°(ß) iL°°{ß)) denote the set of formal power series (Laurent series) tf>{z) = 5Zç!>(zz)z such that tf>H (ß) c H (ß) (4>L2(ß)cL2(ß)).
The relation between {wn} and ß is wn = ß(n + l)/ß(n) (integer h), In this case L (ß) = L (m) and F is a scalar multiple of the (unweighted) bilateral shift. Hence T is reflexive.
Assume HT^'lf1 < ||F||, r~ = r~ = ||y~ 1|| -*, r¡ = r+ = ||F||, and set ft = {z : HT"1!!"1 < \z\ < \\T\\}. Then T e 38{{Q) by [10, Theorem 2.2].
Furthermore L°°iß) coincides, as an algebra with the space of bounded analytic functions in ft denoted by H°°{G). Hence {T}' = L°°{ß) = //°°(ft).
We now show the following Proposition 2. Let T be an invertible bilateral weighted shift such that \\T~ \\~ < ||r|| , r~ = r~ = \\T~l\\~l and r+{ = r+ = ||r||. Then Tis reflexive.
Proof. Let X e AlgLat(F). Then X e {T}' by Lemma 1. Hence X = M^ for some tf> £ //°°(ft). Since tf> e //°°(ft), we can write 
Finitely connected domains
Suppose %f is a Hubert space of functions analytic on a plane domain ft, and suppose that for each point left the linear functional of evaluation at X is bounded on ß?. We further assume that %A contains the constant functions and multiplication by the independent variable z defines a bounded linear operator Mz on ßf. Note that by the continuity of point evaluations and by the Riesz representation theorem, there exists for each X e ft a unique function kx£%f such that f(X) = (f,kf (f£ßf).
The function kx is the reproducing kernel for the point X , and its norm is the same as that of the corresponding evaluation functional. Now let L be a compact subset of ft and choose / e %". Then |/(A)| < Cf, X £ L, where C* is a constant depending on /. This means \(f, kf)\ < Cf, X £ L. By the principle of uniform boundedness we have \\kf\ < C, X e L, for some constant C. We conclude that convergence in ß? implies uniform convergence on compact subsets of ft.
A complex-valued function </> on ft for which cf>f e ßf for every / e ßf is called a multiplier of ß?, and the collection of all these multipliers is denoted Jf(ßif). Each multiplier <f> of ß? determines a multiplication operator M, on ßt? by the formula M,f = 4>f (f € ßf). An application of the closed graph theorem shows that M, is a bounded operator on ßif. It is well known that each multiplier is a bounded analytic function on ft [12, Lemma 3, p. 782 ].
Actually \\tp\\a < \\M.\\. It is also easy to see that if (p is a multiplier and X £ ft, then M*kx = tj>(X)kk.
We now assume that ft is a finitely connected domain. It is well known that ft is conformally equivalent to a circular domain [2] . Then by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 1 we can show that X = M, for some multiplier tp. A direct proof is also possible by noting that the one-dimensional span of {zcj is invariant under M* and hence X*kx = tp(k)kk. This too shows that X = M,. Since ß?c is invariant under MT, we have XßfQ c^.so XI = tp £ ß?0 and hence tf> £ //(D). Because ^ is a multiplier, <p e //°°(ft). Applying the maximum modulus principle, we conclude that tj> £ //°°(D) and ||0||D = \\<f>\\a .
Let {pf} be a sequence of polynomials such that sup||pJ|D < oo and Pn(z) -» tj)(z), z £ D. Then \\M \\ = \\pn\\a = IIpJd < M where M is a constant. By passing to a subsequence we may assume that M -> A (WOT).
Since M* kx = pn(X)kx -> tf>(X)kx, X e ft, we conclude that A = X. Hence X £ W(T). This shows that T is reflexive. □
Remark. In Theorem 3 we assumed that the map tp -> M, from Jf(ß?) into 38(ß?) is an isometry. We may replace this by the assumption that ||AF|| < c||0||n where c is a constant, or we may suppose that o(Mf) = ft is a spectral set for Mz. Even the assumption ||Af || = \\p\\a or ||Mp|| < c||p||n for every polynomial p would be sufficient for our purposes.
Corollary 2. Let ßif be a Hubert space of functions analytic on a finitely connected domain ft such that the point evaluations are bounded, ß? contains the constants, and \\MZ\\ < 1. Then Mz is reflexive. Proof. By von Neumann's inequality ||Af|| < ||p||D . But since ||p||D = ||p||n for every polynomial p , the conclusion now follows from the Remark, o
